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Abstract

Integration of cloud computing and mobile computing
with the proliferation of big data is making remarkable
strides in the health care industry. Aside the benefits ac-
crued from adopting this technologies, there are myriad
of challenges to overcome such as confidentiality of data
outsourced to the cloud, integrity of stored data, wide
area network (WAN) latency delays, and the resource con-
straints of the mobile devices. In this paper we propose
a Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System with Out-
sourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) to address the above
challenges. To accommodate mobile devices with limited
resources, the computation power is borrowed from the
cloudlet server securely. Security analysis demonstrates
that our scheme is secure. In addition, our performance
approach through theory analysis and experimental sim-
ulation indicates a substantial improvement in computa-
tion efficiency by 99% and therefore the scheme can be
deployed in resource-constrained mobile devices.

Keywords: Big Data; Cloud Computing; Cloudlet;
eHealth; Outsourcing; Resource-constrained Device

1 Introduction

Big data describes a massive volume of both structured
and unstructured data that are beyond the processing ca-
pability of traditional software and database techniques.
Big data is grouped into four (4) major features com-
monly known as “4 Vs of Big data“ thus Volume “scale
of data“, Velocity “analysis of streaming data“, Variety
“data in different forms“ [10] and Veracity “uncertainty
of data“[IBM]. The fifth other feature include Value “dis-

coverable behavior of data“ [ORACLE]. The high volume
eHealth data is generated by different sources which in-
clude biometric devices, networked sensors, RFID, mobile
devices (i.e. with Bluetooth and GPS etc) and others
such as hospital systems, for instance, the adoption of
Electronic Health Record (EHRs) and Electronic medical
records (EMRs) [26, 32]. These are the major sources of
eHealth big data. While big data has benefits attached to,
it requires a large computation and storage [33] capacity,
with which resource-constrained devices (i.e. with less
storage, battery life, computation power) [16] like mobile
smartphones do not have and hence leading to the lever-
aging of cloud to store such volume of data [23, 30].

Due to elastic scaling provided by the cloud [18], now
big data can be stored [33] an edge which cloud has over
traditional storage. This means the organization’s data is
outsourced to a third party on utility costing basis [22].
But cloud has notable limitations including requirement
of fast, reliable internet connectivity and high latency [29].
For real time applications like in healthcare, the adoption
of cloud computing achieves less because its located far
away from the mobile users and incurs long WAN latency
delays making inefficient [1, 23, 30] and therefore hurts
the mobile ‘thin clients‘. The cloudlet concept was in-
troduced in [29] to solve these issues. A cloudlet which
is also referred to as mini cloud, can be considered as a
“data center in a box“ whose objective is to bring the
cloud closer to the user [30] as shown in Figure 1. It is a
resource-rich server with Internet access that is well con-
nected to mobile devices via a high-speed local area net-
work (LAN) [23]. Mobile devices can migrate expensive
computations to the cloudlet stationed on discoverable,
localized, stateless servers running on single or multiple
virtual machines (VMs) [1]. As a result, it preserves mo-
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bile device battery, provides a more powerful computa-
tion, enhances flexibility and mobility [16]. During task
migration, mobile device does not need to communicate
with the Cloud directly instead it communicates with the
closest cloudlet [29].

Many works have been proposed to overcome the
storage limitations of massive data, where data is now
outsourced to the cloud. However, practical adoption
of those techniques, poses security and privacy chal-
lenges [15, 22, 25]. To overcome these, the data needed
to be shared are encrypted before they are uploaded to
the cloud, and fine-grained access control should be en-
forced [31]. An Attribute Based Encryption technique
proposed by Sahai and Waters [28] enables the data own-
ers to encrypt their data such that only end users that
satisfy given criteria can, perhaps, succeed in decrypting
the data. In ABE scheme [28], private key can decrypt a
given ciphertext only if the associated attributes and ac-
cess policy tally. There are two flavours of ABE schemes:
Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE) [13] and Ciphertext-Policy
ABE (CP-ABE) [2, 31]. In KP-ABE scheme, each ci-
phetext are labeled with sets of descriptive attributes and
the access policy of this attributes are associated with end
user’s private key.

Decryption is realized only if the attributes on the ci-
phertext satisfy the access policy of the user’s private
key [13]. While in CP-ABE scheme, each ciphertext is
associated with an access policy, and every end user’s
private key is associated with a set of descriptive at-
tributes. To rightly recover the message, the attributes
in the user’s private key need to satisfy the access pol-
icy [2, 31]. ABE is one of the powerful cryptographic tool
for realizing fine grained data access control in the cloud
storage system [24, 28]. However, with the majority of
ABE schemes, the major drawback is inefficiency since
the size of ciphertext and decryption overhead (number
of pairing operations) grow with the complexity of the
access policy [17]. This becomes a bottleneck when ABE
runs on the resource-constrained device’s applications for
example on smartphones applications [6, 21, 25].

To minimize the workload operations on the end
user’s side while executing decryption algorithm, Green et
al. [11] proposed a scheme where expensive computation
operations is offloaded to the third-party. In this scheme,
a key blinding technique (i.e. transformation key) TK is
sent to the third-party (proxy) for translation of any ci-
phertext CT satisfied by end user’s attributes or access
policy into a simple ciphertext CT ′. The end user incurs
minimal overhead to recover plaintext from transformed
ciphertext CT ′ [14, 19] using the retrieving key RK. While
carrying out this, the proxy cannot learn any information
about the original plaintext. In [5], Chase proposed a
multi-authority ABE scheme which is secure against selec-
tive ID security model. To avoid a single authority issuing
keys which can lead to key compromise, decentralized key-
policy attribute-based encryption with privacy preserving
was proposed in [12] and decentralized CP-ABE with fully
hidden access structure was proposed in [27]. The scheme

proposed in [11] provides fine-grained access control solu-
tion to the resource-constrained devices such as mobile
phones in the cloud. However, in our scheme we intro-
duce a new architecture where cloudlet is stationed be-
tween mobile device user and cloud as shown in Figure 1.
This means the security infrastructure has to be modified
also. In our work each mobile user with attribute list F
is associated with a private key/decryptout key while the
cloudlet is labeled with access policy P which describes
the rightful users of the data.

The main contribution of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

1) Our CBe-BDS-OD proposed scheme, introduces an
efficient encryption for a cloudlet that achieves con-
fidentiality, collusion resistance and integrity of data
based on ciphertext policy-attribute based encryp-
tion.

2) To minimize the pairing load operations on end user’s
side with resource-constrained devices and thereby
reducing expensive computation, we adopted server-
aided transformation where the computational pro-
cessing power is borrowed from the server by the mo-
bile user. The mobile cloudlet server provided with
blinding key, transforms the complex ciphertext into
a simple one. In the process of performing this, the
mobile cloudlet server cannot reveal anything about
the underlying plaintext.

3) We have implemented our scheme to evaluate the per-
formance. The results in our protocol with server-
aided decryption demonstrate a substantial improve-
ment in computation efficiency by 99% at the end
user’s side compared to its counterpart and there-
fore can be deployed in resource-constrained mobile
devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we give the preliminaries related to our proposal.
In Section 3 we provide our scheme proposal which is IND-
AND-sAS-CCA2 secure for CP-ABE with outsourced de-
cryption for eHealth big data in cloudlet computing, we
also give the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security model. In
Section 4 we give concrete construction for our scheme.
Thereafter we give security proof for our proposal defined
in our proposed IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security model in
Section 5 and in Section 6 we give experiment and analysis
results. Lastly we give our conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Let G and Gτ be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p. Let g1, g2 be generators of G and e be a bilinear
map; e: G × G → GT . Bilinear map e has the following
properties:
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Figure 1: Three-tier architecture; Mobile device-eHealth;
Cloudlet-eHealth cloud

1) Bilinearity : ∀g1, g2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗p we have

e(ga1 , g
b
2) = e(g1, g2)ab = e(gb1, g

a
2 ).

2) Non− degeneracy : e(g1, g2) 6= 1.

3) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
compute e(g1, g2).

2.2 Definition of Access Structures

Our proposed Protocol is based on AND-gates multi-
valued attributes [8].

Definition 1. Access structure [8]:
We let U = {a1, a2, ....an} be a set of attributes. For
ai∈U the set of possible values is denoted as Ai =
{qi,1, qi,2, ...qi,ni}, where ni is the size of possible values
for ai. We let F = F1, F2, .., Fn, where Fi ∈ Ai be an
attribute list for a user, and P= P1,P2,...., Pn, Pi ∈ Ai
be an access structure. From the notation F �P, an at-
tribute list F is satisfying an access structure P where
Fi=Pi(i = 1, 2, .., n).

The size of the access structures corresponds to∏n
i=1 ni. In every ai, the hospital has to demonstrate a

status qi,∗ from Ai={qi,1,qi,2,...qi,ni}.

2.3 Taget-collision Resistant Hashing [7]

A function H: X→ Y is a target-collision resistant(TCR)
hash function if given a random preimage x∈ X it is hard
to realize x′ 6=x with H(x′)=H(x).

2.4 The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (DBDH) Assumption [28]

Let x,y,z,c ∈ Z∗p be randomly chosen and g be a gen-
erator of G. The decisional BDH assumption [28] is

that no probabilistic polynomial-time AD can distin-
guish the tuple(g,X = gx,Y = gy, Z = gz, e(g, g)xyz)
from the tuple (g,X = gx, Y = gy, Z = gz, e(g, g)c)
with more than a negligible advantage. An algorithm
AD has advantage of ε in solving DBDH problem in G
if AdvDBDH(AD) := |Pr[AD(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz) =
0]− Pr[AD(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)c) = 0]| > ε.

We say that the DBDH assumption holds in G and Gτ
if ε is negligible.

2.5 The Modified Decisional Diffie-
Hellman (MDDH) Assumption [34]

Let x, y, z ∈ Z∗p be randomly chosen and g be a gener-
ator of G. The Modified DDH assumption [34] is that
no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary AD can dis-
tinguish the tuple(g,X = gx, B = e(g, g)y, C = e(g, g)xy)
from the tuple (g,A = gx, B = e(g, g)y, C = e(g, g)z)
with more than a negligible advantage. An algorithm AD
has advantage ε in solving MDDH problem in G if
AdvMDDH(AD) := |Pr[AD(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)xy) =
0]− Pr[AD(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)z) = 0]| > ε.

We say that the MDDH assumption holds in G and Gτ
if ε is negligible.

2.6 Notations

For convenience and better understanding the notations
used in our protocol and their description is as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

ACRONYM DESCRIPTION
U Attribute universe
P Access structure
A Set of attributes

AA Attribute Authority
ISP Internet Service Provider
M Message
CT CipherText

MSK Master Secret Key
PK Public Key
SK Private Key
TK Transformation Key
RK Retrieval key
k length of a string
⊕ An exclusive-OR(XOR)

CSP Cloud Service Provider
H1, H2, H3 Three hash functions

F Attribute list

2.7 Generic ABE Definition [28]

There are two variants of ABE schemes; key-policy ABE
(KP-ABE)[13] and ciphertext policy ABE (CP-ABE) [2,
31]. Each ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes
and each secret key is associated with an access policy
for the case of KP-ABE while in CP-ABE, the attribute
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sets are associated with secret keys and access policies are
associated with ciphertext.

Definition 2. Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [28,
21]: ABE has an attribute universe defined by U with
access structure P and is described using the following
polynomial-time algorithms:

Setup(1β ,U)→ (PK,MSK): This algorithm acquires
as an input a security parameter β and an attribute
universe U and yields a public key PK and a master
secret key MSK.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,Lkey→SK: The algorithm acquires
as input public key PK, the master secret key MSK
and list of descriptive attributes Lkey∈ P for key gen-
eration in the case of KP-ABE and Lkey ⊆ U for the
case of CP-ABE. It yields the secret key SK.

Encrypt(PK,m,Lenc)→CT : This algorithm acquires
as input a public key parameter PK, a message m,
and an attribute list Lenc⊆ U for KP-ABE or Lenc ⊆
P for CP-ABE. It yields ciphertext CT.

Decrypt(SK,CT )→ m: This algorithm acquires as in-
put secret key SK and a ciphertext CT. It yields mes-
sage m if the function G(Lkey,Lenc)=1 holds, other-
wise yields ⊥.

Correctness.
∀(PK,MSK)←Setup(1β ,U),SK ←KeyGen(PK, MSK,
Lkey), ∀m in message space, if G(Lkey,Lenc)=1 holds,
m=Decrypt(SK,Encrypt(PK,m,Lenc).

2.8 Attribute-Based with Outsourcing
Decryption [11]

Has the following polynomial-time algorithms:

Setup(1β ,U): Takes as an input a security parameter β
and a universe U . It yields public parameters PK
and master key MSK.

Encrypt(PK,m,(A,ρ)): Takes as an input public pa-
rameter PK and a message m to be encrypted. It
also takes as input LSSS access structure(A,ρ). It
yields ciphertext CT.

KeyGenout(MSK,S): Takes as input master key MSK
and set S. It yields transformation key TK and a
secret key SK.

Transformout(TK,CT): Takes as input transformation
key TK and ciphertext CT. It yields CT′.

Decryptout(SK,CT′): Takes as input a secret key SK
and transformed ciphertext CT′. yields message m.

3 Our Secured CP-ABE with
Outsourced Decryption in
Cloudlet Computing

3.1 Algorithm Definition

Our new scheme consist of seven algorithms as in [14]:

Setup(1β ,U): This algorithm takes as input security pa-
rameter β and universe U . It returns as an output
public parameter PK and master secret key MSK.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,F): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK, master key MSK and a set F.
Returns as an output private key SKF .

Encrypt(PK,m,P): This algorithm takes as input pub-
lic parameters PK, message m and access structure
P. Returns as an output the ciphertext CT.

Decrypt(PK,SKF ,CT): Takes public parameter PK,
private key SKF for the list F. Returns as an output
message m if SKF associated with F satisfies P

TKGenout(PK,SKF ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK and private key SKF associated
with list F. It returns as an output transformation
key TKF associated with F and its corresponding
retrieving key RKF .

PartialDecryptout(PK,TKF ,CT): This algorithm
takes as an input public parameter PK, transfor-
mation key TKF and ciphertext CT. Returns as an
output partially decrypted ciphertext CT ′.

Decryptout(PK,RKF ,CT,CT′): This algorithm takes
as an input public parameter PK,retrieving key
RKF , ciphertext CT and transformed ciphertext
CT ′. Returns as an output message m.

Correctness:

1) Decrypt(PK,SKF ,Encrypt(PK,m,P)) = m

2) Decryptout(PK,RKF ,PartialDecrypt(Encrypt(PK,m,
P),PK, TKF ))=m

3.2 Definition of Security Model

We define security notions in this section. We propose
selective AND access structure and chosen cipher-
text security(IND-AND-sAS-CCA2) game in our CBe-
BDS-OD scheme. We have two kinds of chosen ciphertext
variants similar to [20, 34]:

1) The challenge ciphertext is original.

2) The challenge ciphertext is server-aided.
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3.2.1 The challenge ciphertext is original

Init: The adversary AD sends challenge access structure
P∗ to the challenger BD.

Setup: Challenger BD invokes setup algorithm to obtain
public parameter (PK) and master secret key(MSK ).
BD then sends PK to the adversary AD and keeps
MSK secret.

Phase 1: In the find stage AD has access to the following
oracles queries:

Private Key query oracle ORSKF , for the at-
tribute list F 2 P∗: BD runs SKF ←
Keygen(PK,MSK,F ). The challenger then
sends the private key SKF to AD.

Partial decryption key query oracle ORTK ,
for the attribute list F : On input F and access
structure P∗, challenger BD returns equivalent
transformation key TKF .

Retrieving key query oracle ORRK , for at-
tribute list F : Challenger BD returns equivalent
retrieving key RKF on input of F.

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec,
for attribute list F and ciphertext CT :
On input of (CT, F ), BD outputs
PartialDecryptout(PK,TKF ,CT ).

Decryption query oracle ORDec, for at-
tribute list F and ciphertext CT. BD in-
vokes m←Decrypt(PK, SKF , CT), where
SKF ←Keygen(PK,MSK,F ) and F � P∗
if the input ciphertext is original. Other-
wise m← Decrypt(PK, RKF , CT ) where
RKF ← (SKF , F ) if ciphertext is server-aided.
m is send to AD.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space M and
the access policy P∗ on which it wishes to chal-
lenge with the constraint that F cannot satisfy
P∗. BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ∈{0,1}
and encrypts m∗γ under the access structure P∗ i.e.
CT∗=Encrypt(PK,m∗γ ,P∗). Then BD sends the chal-
lenge ciphertext CT∗ to AD.

Phase 2: AD maintains query as in phase 1 adaptively
for private key, transformation key, retrieving key,
decryption and decryptionout with the following con-
straints:

1) AD should not make private key query that re-
sults in attribute list F that will satisfy access
policy P∗.

2) AD should not trivially issue decryption queries.

Guess: The adversary AD gives γ′∈{0,1} for γ and wins
the game if γ′=γ. |Pr(γ′=γ)- 12 | is defined as the ad-
vantage for adversary AD in the game.

Definition 3. Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System
with Outsourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) is said to be
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or secure1 if for all polynomial ad-
versaries the advantage AdvIND−AND−sAS−CCA−orCBe−BDS−OD (β)
is negligible.

The challenge ciphertext is server-aided:

Phase 1: Similar to the one of original challenge cipher-
text.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length derived from the message space M
and the access policy P∗ which it wishes to challenge
with the constraint that F has not been used to query
ORRK . BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ∈{0,1}
and sets CT∗=(TK∗,Encrypt(PK,m∗γ , F

∗)). Then
BD sends the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ to AD.

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with the following
restrictions:

ORTK : F = F ∗

ORDec : CT = CT ∗ also F = F ∗.

Guess: Similar to that in original challenge ciphertext
scenario. |Pr(γ′=γ)- 12 | is defined as the advantage
for adversary AD in the game.

Definition 4. Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System
with Outsourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) is said to be
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa secure2 if for all polynomial ad-
versaries the advantage AdvIND−AND−sAS−CCA2−sa

CBe−BDS−OD (β)
is negligible.

3.3 System Model

In this Section we give some intuition for the idea behind
our scheme. Our scheme is partly based on scheme [8].
To realize outsourced decryption, our scheme partially fol-
lows [11, 34]. The hospital encrypts the data with public
key PKi. After which it outsources the encrypted data
to the cloud for storage. Mobile device does not need to
communicate with the Cloud directly instead it commu-
nicates with the closest cloudlet [29]. The mobile user
offloads some intensive tasks to the cloudlet by letting it
do partial decryption using token key (TK). Final decryp-
tion is carried out by the user using retrieving key RK.
To achieve CCA2 security in our protocol we follow [4, 9]
where decryptor is allowed to check whether the cipher-
text is valid;

1) Before proxy transforms the original ciphertext by
employing [4].

2) Before end user does final decryption utilizing [9].

1or stands for original
2sa stands for server-aided
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Figure 2: System model

We employ a cloudlet storage system that has multiple
authorities as shown in Figure 2. The model has the fol-
lowing entities: cloud server, cloudlet, proxy, Trusted Au-
thority/ authorities (AA), hospital, users.

1) Trusted Authority (TA): Also referred to as an At-
tribute Authority (AA). It generates system public
and secret keys. It is the only entity fully trusted by
all other entities participating in the system. TA is
used interchangeably with AA.

2) Cloud server: Cloud server stores eHealth big data
for the hospital and also offers access service of data
to the users.

3) Cloudlet: Cloudlet is located closer to mobile users.It
hosts the offloaded tasks.

4) Proxy: Performs outsourced decryption for eHealth
data user. It reduces the decryption load on users
with resources-constrained devices.

5) Hospital: Describes the access policies and encrypts
its data under those policies before sending them to
the cloud.

6) Users: The user that uses resource-constrained de-
vice is assigned with the key and can access the ci-
phertext freely from the cloudlet.They can recover
the plaintext only when its attributes satisfy the ac-
cess policy stated in the ciphertext.

3.4 Threat Model

Users need solid assurance of the existence of adequate se-
curity and privacy aspects in cloud before trusting their

data to it. In this subsection, we put into account the
possible attackers and their corresponding attacks to our
proposed protocol. Since cloudlet is closer to the user,
fierce attacking can be realized than ever (active attacks).
In addition, cloudlet proxy is assumed to be honest but
curious (passive). It may deviate from the scheme spec-
ifications norms and may try to acquire as much private
information as possible. To obtain the key to access data
which individually could not access, authorized users can
collude by combining their attributes (inner threats). Fur-
thermore, the proxy can collude with unauthorized users
to obtain some data. Integrity is another major issue as
data may be mutated or get corrupted. The user must
verify the integrity of outsourced data before decrypting.

3.5 Design Goals

Based on the possible attacks discussed in the preceding
subsection our system achieves the following design secu-
rity goals:

1) Confidentiality: The cloudlet service provider and
malicious users cannot recover encrypted data with-
out the owners consent. As shown by our system in
Figure 2, only intended users are able to decrypt their
messages. This ensures the privacy of the owner’s
data in storage, during partial decryption and final
decryption.

2) Integrity: Our system verifies the correctness of orig-
inal and transformed ciphertext.

3) Minimal overhead: Due to the resource-constraints
in mobile devices, minimal overhead costs must be
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provided during the time both of computation and
communication.

4 Main Construction

As mentioned in Subsection 3.3 above, our CBe-BDS-OD
is based on [8]. To realize outsourced decryption it follows
partly [11, 34].

Our new scheme is composed of seven algorithms as
in [14]:

Setup(1β,U): This algorithm takes as input security pa-
rameter β and universe U . A trusted authority(TA)
chooses a pairing group BG=(p,e,G,Gτ ), two gener-
ators g, h ∈ G, then selects two elements b ∈R Zp
and υi,j ∈R Zp(i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]). Trusted
Authority furthermore computes Y = e(g, h)b and
Vi,j = gυi,j (i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]) and selects the fol-
lowing TCR hash functions:

H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p,

H2 : Gτ → {0, 1}2k,
H3 : {0, 1}∗ → G.

It publishes public parameters PK = (g, h, e, Y,
Vi,j , H1, H2, H3) and master secret key MSK =
(b, {υi,j}i∈[1,n],j∈[1,ni]). Note that ∀F, F ′(F 6=
F ′),

∑
qi,j∈F υi,j 6=

∑
qi,j∈F ′ υi,j is assumed.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,F ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK, master key MSK and a set F.
TA then choses α ∈ Z∗p. Next he sets

K1 = hb(g
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α.

K2 = gα

SKF = (K1,K2).

Encrypt(PK,m,P): This algorithm takes public pa-
rameters PK, message m ∈ {0, 1}k and access struc-
ture P as input. The encryption algorithm works as
follows.

1) Hospital chooses λ ∈ {0, 1}k and sets s =
H1(P,m, λ), then it computes,

B1 = H2(e(g, h)b.s)⊕ (m‖λ)

B2 = gs

B3 = (
∏
qi,j∈P

Vi,j)
s

B4 = hs.

Finally hospital computes E =
H3(P‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4)s.

2) The hospital then generates CT=(P, B1, B2,
B3, B4, E) then it sends to the cloud.

TKGenout(PK,SKF ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK and private key SKF associ-
ated with set F. Token key generation works as fol-
lows:
The user chooses σ ∈ Z∗p then generates a partial
decryption key pair as: TKF = (K ′T1,K

′
T2) where

K ′T1 = K
1/σ
1

K ′T2 = K
1/σ
2 .

Retrieving key is RKF = σ.

It returns as an output transformation key TKF asso-
ciated with F and corresponding retrieving key RKF .

PartialDecryptout(PK, TKF , CT ): This algorithm is
executed by CSP. It takes as input public parame-
ter PK, transformation key TKF and ciphertext CT
the proxy confirms first whether

e(B2, h)
?
= e(g,B4),

e(B2, H3(P‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4))
?
= e(g,E),

e(
∏
qi,j∈P

Vi,j , B2)
?
= e(B3, g),

F |= P. (1)

If does not hold it aborts with ⊥, otherwise calculates
the following:

T ′ =
e(B2,K

′
T1)

e(B3,K ′T2)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(g, h)s.b/σ.e(g, g)

α.s/σ
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s/σ

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′ = e(g, h)s.b/σ.

Returns as an output partially decrypted ciphertext
CT ′ = (B1, T

′).

Decrypt(PK,SKF , CT ): Since there are two types of
ciphertexts likewise two computations are to be car-
ried out.

1) Parsing Original ciphertext as an input.

2) Parsing Server-aided ciphertext i.e. trans-
formed data as an input.

Parsing Original ciphertext as an input: The
decryption key employed is the private key SKF =
(K1,K2) that corresponds to set F. The user confirms
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Table 2: Performance evaluation benchmark

Operation Notation
Time computation in µs

Desktop PC setting Smartphone setting
Exponentiation in Gτ Te 0.067 42
Bilinear Pairing Tp 16.06 63

the validity of the ciphertext as in PartialDecryptout
above. If it does not hold, he outputs ⊥, otherwise
he proceeds by taking public parameter PK, private
key SKF for the set F and original ciphertext CT
then calculates the following.

T ′′ =
e(B2,K1)

e(B3,K2)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(g, h)sb.e(g, g)

α.s
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′′ = e(g, h)sb.

Computes m‖λ = H2(T ′′) ⊕ B1. Finally it outputs
m if B1 = H2(YH1(P,m,λ)) ⊕ (m‖λ) holds, otherwise
outputs ⊥.

Parsing Server-aided ciphertext i.e. trans-
formed data as an input: The input ciphertext
is the partially decrypted one (CT ′) and decryption
key employed here is the retrieving key RKF=σ that
corresponds to attribute set F. If F satisfies P then
the user computes:

m‖λ = H2(T ′σ)⊕B1.

Finally it outputs m if B1 = H2(YH1(P,m,λ))⊕ (m‖λ)
and YH1(P,m,λ) = T ′σ holds, otherwise outputs ⊥.

Correctness Analysis
Two faces:

1) Correctness for Original ciphertext.

2) Correctness for Server-aided ciphertext.

Correctness for Original ciphertext:

T ′′ =
e(B2,K1)

e(B3,K2)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(g, h)sb.e(g, g)

α.s
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′′ = e(g, h)sb.

Therefore we have, H2(T ′′)⊕B1 = H2(e(g, h)sb)⊕
(m‖λ)⊕H2(e(g, h)sb) = m‖λ.

Correctness for Server-aided ciphertext:

T ′ =
e(B2,K

′
T1)

e(B3,K ′T2)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(g, h)s.b/σ.e(g, g)

α.s/σ
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s/σ

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′ = e(g, h)s.b/σ.

Therefore, H2(T ′σ) ⊕ B1 = H2(e(g, h)s.b/σ)
σ ⊕

(m‖λ)⊕ and H2(e(g, h)s.b) = m‖λ.

5 Efficiency Evaluation

In this Section we present the performance evaluation for
both original and server-aided proposed schemes in Per-
sonal Computer (PC) and Mobile setting environments.
For better understanding we defined the following nota-
tions: Te and Tp for pairing exponentiation and bilinear
pairing respectively as shown in Table 2. We omitted
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scalar multiplication intentionally as its running time is
minimal. Our performance evaluation is based on experi-
mental results we carried out in our PC settings with Core
i-5 2.5GHz platform processor with memory 4 GB and
the Windows XP operating system and for Mobile set-
tings we adopted the experiment results due to [3], where
the hardware platform is Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone
with a Dual-core Exynos 4210 1.2GHz processor ARM
Cortex-A9 with the Android OS, V2.3(Gingerbread). In
PC setting as indicated in Table 3 (PC setting), the to-
tal running time of original proposed scheme is 32.12 m/s
while in mobile setting Table 4 it is 126 m/s. In Server-
aided scheme(PC setting) the total running time is 16.127
m/s while for its counterpart in mobile setting it is 105
m/s. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the relative running
times of the considered operations for both original and
server-aided schemes in PC setting and mobile setting re-
spectively. Based on the above results it is evident that
the server-aided scheme is more practical to devices which
are resource-constrained in nature.

Figure 3: PC setting

Figure 4: Mobile setting

6 Security Analysis

In our security analysis we show that our CBe-BDS-OD
protocol is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-secure in the definition
of our proposed IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security. The fun-
damental idea behind our security proof is similar to [34].

Theorem 1. Suppose the DBDH assumption[28] holds in
(G,Gτ ) and H1, H2, H3 are the TCR hash functions, then
our CBe-BDS-OD is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or secure in
the random oracle model.

Proof. We show that if there exist an adversary AD that
can break the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or security of the
proposed CBe-BDS-OD scheme then we construct an al-
gorithm BD using AD as a subroutine to solve DBDH
problem. First DBDH challenger flips a fair coin δ and if
δ=0, it sets (g,X, Y, Z,C):=(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz) ; oth-
erwise it sets (g,X, Y, Z,C):=(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)c) where
x, y, z, c ∈ Zp are randomly chosen. The challenger then
gives BD (g,X,Y,Z,C):= (g, gx, gy, gz, C). To be specific
BD will act as a challenger with AD to play the following
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or game.

Init: AD sends the challenge structure P∗ to BD. Let
P∗= [P∗1, ...,P∗n].

Setup: BD sets h=gω and Y = e(gx, (gy)ω) = e(g, h)xy

where ω ∈ Z∗p is chosen randomly. Furthermore, BD
chooses υ′i,j ∈ Zp( where i∈ [1,n], j∈ [1,ni]). There
are two cases: 1) where qi,j = P∗i he sets υi,j=υ

′
i,j .

2) where qi,j 6= P∗i sets υi,j = yυ′i,j . Then computes
public keys Vi,j (where i ∈ n[1, n], j ∈ ni[1, ni]) in
the following manner:

Vi,j = gυi,j =

{
gυ
′
i,j , where qi,j = P∗i

gυi,j , where qi,j 6= P∗i
(2)

BD then chooses the TCR hash func-
tions as in the actual scheme and sends
parameters=(p,g, h,G,Gτ , e,Y, Vi,j) to AD. AD
can adaptively query random oracles Hi(i ∈ {1, ., 3})
that are controlled by BD. BD maintains the list
HList
i (i ∈ {1,.,3}) which originally were empty. If the

query has been responded and recorded previously
in the list, BD responds with the same result. BD
response to random oracle queries is as follows:

1) H1: Upon receiving H1 query on (P∗,m,λ),
BD first confirms whether there’s a tuple
(P∗,m, λ, s) in the list HList

1 . If it exists it re-
turns the predefined s to AD, where s ∈ Z∗p.
Otherwise, BD computes H1(P∗,m,λ) = s, an-
swers AD with s, then the tuple (P∗,m, λ, s) is
added to the list HList

1 .

2) H2: Upon receiving H2 query on RC ∈ Gτ , BD
first confirms whether there’s a tuple(RC, κ1) in
the list HList

2 . If it exists it returns κ1 to AD.
Otherwise BD computes H2(RC) = κ1, answers
AD with κ1 then the tuple(RC, κ1) is added to
the HList

2 , κ1 ∈ {0, 1}2k.
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Table 3: PC setting

Number of operations and running time (m/s)
Exponential Pairing

Our scheme No. Time(m/s) No. Time(m/s) Total time (m/s)
Original 0 0 2 32.12 32.12
Server-aided 1 0.067 1 16.06 16.127

Table 4: Mobile setting

Number of operations and running time (m/s)
Exponential Pairing

Our scheme No. Time(m/s) No. Time(m/s) Total time (m/s)
Original 0 0 2 126 126
Server-aided 1 42 1 63 105

3) H3: Upon receiving H3 query on tuple
(P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4), BD first confirms whether
there exists such tuple (P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4, κ2, η)
in the list HList

3 , BD returns the predefined value
κ2 to AD where κ2 ∈ G, η ∈ Zp. Otherwise BD
computes κ2 = gη, returns κ2 to AD and the
tuple (P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4, κ2, η) is added to the
list HList

3 , η ∈ Zp.

Furthermore BD maintains the following lists which
originally are empty:

• SKListsk that stores (F, SKF ) tuple which are
responds from ORSKF (F ) queries.

• TKListtk that stores (F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) tu-
ple which are responds from ORTKF (F,P∗)
queries

• RKListrk that stores (F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) tu-
ple which are responds from ORRKF (F,P∗)
queries.

Phase 1: AD issues sequence of queries to which BD an-
swers as follows:

Private key extraction oracle ORSKF (F): BD
computes the private key for the attribute
list F in the following manner; If F � P∗ BD
aborts with ⊥, otherwise if F 2 P∗ as in [8]
there exist qi,l such that qi,l = Fi ∧ qi,l. Thus∑
qi,j∈F υi,j = V1 + yV2 such that V1, V2 ∈ Zp.

Also V1, V2 are represented by the sum of υ′i,j .
Therefore BD can compute V1 and V2. BD
selects φ ∈ Zp, sets α = φ−ωx

V2
then computes

the following:

SKF = (K1,K2)

K1 = (gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

K2 = g
φ
V2 (gx)−

ω
V2

As in [8], we establish that SKF is valid private
key in the following manner:

K1 = (gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

= gωxy.g−ωxy(gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

= gωxy.g
V1
V2

(φ−ωx)gy(φ−ωx)

= gωxy(gV1 .gyV2)
φ−ωx
V2

= gωxy(gV1+yV2)
φ−ωx
V2

= hb(g
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α. (3)

Note that in the above Equation 3, expression
gωxy.g−ωxy is introduced as it is =1, since
subtracting exponents ωxy − ωxy=0.

K2 = g
φ
V2 (gx)−

ω
V2 =g

φ−ωx
V2 = gα.

Therefore if V2=0 mod p then BD outputs ⊥. In
the case V2=0 mod p holds then it means there
exists list F such that

∑
qi,j∈Fυi,j =

∑
qi,j∈P∗υi,j

holds. For more information we refer the reader
to [8]. Finally BD stores the tuple(F, SKF ) to
the SKListsk and returns SKF to AD.

Transformation key extraction oracle ORTKF (F ):
Upon receiving attribute list F and access
structure P∗, BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk . If it
exists, BD returns the equivalent TKF . Other-
wise, if F 2 P∗, BD responds with an equivalent
private key SKF by invoking ORSKF and its
equivalent transformation key TKF as in the
actual scheme.

SKF = (TKF , RKF )

TKF = (K
1/σ
1 ,K

1/σ
2 )

RKF = σ.
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If F � P ∗, then BD selects σ ∈ Zp, (S1, S2) ∈
G then computes SKF = (TKF , RKF ) =

((S
1/σ
1 , S

1/σ
2 ), σ). Finally BD adds the

tuple(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) to the list TKListtk

and responds AD with TKF .

Retrieving Key extraction oracle ORRKF :
Almost similar to ORTKF . It responds with
retrieving key RKF .

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec:
Upon receiving the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies
whether F � P embedded in CT. If it does not
satisfies, it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it returns
PartialDecryptout(TKF , CT ). TKF is the
transformation key generated from ORTKF .

Decryption query oracle ORDec: Upon receiv-
ing the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies whether
F � P lodged in CT. If it does not satisfies,
it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it carries out the
following actions:

• If the ciphertext is original, first BD checks
whether Equation 1 above is satisfied. If
not BD outputs ⊥. Else if (F, SKF ) ∈
SKListsk , BD recovers the message m us-
ing SKF as in the actual scheme. Other-
wise BD checks whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1

and also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList
2 in such way that

B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) while RC = e(g, h)s.b. If
such kind of tuple exists BD outputs m.
Otherwise aborts with ⊥.

• If the ciphertext is server-aided, first
BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it does not exist, it aborts with ⊥. Else
BD checks whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1 and
also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList

2 in such way that
B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) while RC = e(g, h)sb.
If such kind of tuple does not exists it
outputs ⊥. Otherwise BD confirms whether
T ′ = e(g, h)sb/ϕ where ϕ = H1(ε) if its
true it outputs m. Otherwise aborts with
⊥.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space {0, 1}k.
BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts m∗γ as follows:

BD selects λ∗ ∈ {0, 1}k, B∗1 ∈ {0, 1}2k then sets:

1) Compute B∗1 = H2(Z) ⊕ (m∗γ‖λ∗), B∗2 = gs,
B∗3 = (

∏
qi,j∈P∗ Vi,j)

s, and B∗4 = (gs)ω.

2) Issue a H3 query on (P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4) to ob-
tain the tuple (P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4 , κ2, η).
Finally computes E∗ = (gs)η. Out-
puts the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ =
(P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4‖E∗) to AD. If
C = e(g, g)xyz, the challenge ciphertext is
valid in relation to analysis in[8].

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with stated con-
straints.

Guess: AD yields guess γ′ ∈ {0, 1}. If γ′ = γ, BD out-
puts true (decides C = e(g, g)xyz). Otherwise BD
outputs false (decides C 6= e(g, g)xyz).

From analysis in [9], the preceding simulation will ter-
minate with negligible probability. Therefore we get the
theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose the MDDH assumption [34] holds
in (G,Gτ ) and H1, H2, H3 are the TCR hash functions,
then our CBe-BDS-OD is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa se-
cure in the random oracle model.

Proof. We show that if there exist an adversary AD that
can break the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa security of the
proposed CBe-BDS-OD scheme then we construct an al-
gorithm BD using AD as a subroutine to solve MDDH
problem. First MDDH challenger flips a fair coin δ and
if δ=0, it sets (g,X, Y,C):=(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)xy); oth-
erwise it sets (g,X, Y,C):=(g, gx, e(g, g)y, (g, g)c) where
x, y, c ∈ Zp are randomly chosen. The challenger then
gives BD (g,X, Y,C) := (g, gx, e(g, g)y, C). To be specific
BD will act as a challenger with AD to play the following
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa game.

Init: Same as in Theorem 1.

Setup: BD selects two random elements b ∈R Z∗p
and υi,j ∈R Z∗p (i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]). BD
then computes Y = e(g, h)b and Vi,j = gυi,j .
It also maintains and responds to the TCR list
HList
i (i ∈ {1,.,3}) as in theorem 1. It chooses H3

as the actual execution. It yields master secret key
MSK=(b, {υi,j}i∈[1,n],j∈[1,ni]) which is known to BD.

Phase 1: AD issues sequence of queries to which BD an-
swers as follows:

Private key extraction oracle ORSKF (F): BD
receives attribute list F from AD. BD then
invokes KeyGen(PK, MSK,F ) to obtain SKF

the private key for the attribute list F.

Transformation key extraction oracle ORTKF (F ):
Upon receiving attribute list F and access
structure P∗, BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it exists, BD returns the equivalent TKF .
Otherwise, if F 2 P∗, BD responds with
a related private key SKF by invoking
ORSKF and the related server-aided key pair

(TKF , RKF ) = ((K
1/σ
1 ,K

1/σ
2 ), σ) as in the

actual scheme. if F � P∗, BD gets the related
private key SKF by querying ORSKF (F )
with F ∗, and the equivalent server-aided key

pair (TKF , RKF ) = (((Xt)b(X
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α,
Xα), •) where t, α are randomly chosen ele-
ments to generate the private key SKF∗ , while
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the • means the RKF is undisclosed. In the
case where F � P ∗, BD sets σ = a that is undis-
closed. Finally records (F, SKF , TKF , RKF )
in the list TKListtk .

Retrieving Key extraction oracle ORRKF :
Almost similar to ORTKF . It responds with
retrieving key RKF .

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec:
Upon receiving the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies
whether F � P in CT. If it does not satis-
fies, it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it returns
PartialDecryptout(TKF , CT ). TKF is the
transformation key generated from ORTKF .

Decryption query oracle ORDec: Upon receiv-
ing the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies whether
F � P in CT. If it does not satisfies, it aborts
with ⊥. Otherwise it carries out the following
actions:

• If the ciphertext is original, BD invokes
SKF ← KeyGen(PK,MSK,F ) and m ←
Decrypt(PK,SKF , CT ).

• If the ciphertext is server-aided,
BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it does not exist, it aborts with ⊥.
Otherwise BD carries out the following
actions:

– if attribute list F 2 P ∗ it employs the
corresponding RKF to retrieve the mes-
sage m and sends it to AD.

– Else if attribute list F � P ∗, BD estab-
lishes whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1 and
also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList

2 in such way that
B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) where RC = e(g, h)sb.
If such kind of tuple does not exists
it outputs ⊥. Otherwise BD confirms
whether T ′′=e(X,h)bH1(P,m,λ) if its true
it outputs m. Otherwise aborts with ⊥.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space {0, 1}k.
BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts m∗γ as follows:

BD selects λ∗ ∈ {0, 1}k, B∗1 ∈ {0, 1}2k then sets

B∗1 = H2(Y b)⊕ (m∗γ‖λ∗)

T ′ = C1/b.

If C = e(g, g)xy, the challenge ciphertext is valid in
relation to analysis in [8]

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with the stated con-
straints.

Guess: AD outputs guess γ′ ∈ {0, 1}. If γ′ = γ, BD
outputs true (decides C = e(g, g)xy). Otherwise BD
outputs false(decides C 6= e(g, g)xy).

From analysis in [9], the preceding simulation will ter-
minate with negligible probability. Therefore we get the
theorem.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed server-aided decryption in
cloudlet for eHealth big data. We offloaded heavy com-
putation to the server, in order to minimize pairing and
reduce computation cost on the end user’s (client) side.
The validity of ciphertext is confirmed before partial de-
cryption and final decryption is carried out by server and
end user respectively. Further, the security analysis of the
scheme has proven its authenticity in the random oracle
model. We evaluated the performance of the scheme and
the analysis of the output indicates that our proposal is
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 secure and practical and hence it’s
applicable to resource-constrained devices.
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